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My Life with Sherlock 
By David Stuart Davies 

 

The room is quiet. I take my seat in the semi-circle and 

give a silent nod to the others in the group and wait for 

my turn. When it comes, I stand up, holding a copy of 

the canon in my right hand and in a clear voice, I state, 

‘My name is David Stuart Davies – and I am 

Sherlockian.’ 

Well, I have been a Sherlockian since the age of twelve 

although I didn’t know it by that term then. It was in my 

salad days that I fell in love with Sherlock Holmes after 

encountering him on the school library shelves. The 

Hound of the Baskervilles was the particular volume in 

question and I devoured it with glee. Around the same 

time the local television station was screening the Basil 

Rathbone films. Those two happenstances sold me into 

Sherlockian slavery for life. 

Eventually I read all the Holmes canon, and also The 

Exploits, penned by John Dickson Carr and Adrian 

Conan Doyle. In those days that was more or less all 
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the Holmes fiction one could read. And so I began to 

pen my own adventures. Although this juvenilia was 

corny, creaky and very amateurish it helped to deepen 

my love of the character and his world. 

When I went to university, I wanted to write my final 

dissertation on Conan Doyle but I was told in no 

uncertain terms that he was not an important enough 

author for such a project. As an antidote to this 

dismissal of the great man, for my own amusement, I 

began writing an article on the films of Sherlock Holmes 

– a particular passion of mine. The piece just grew and 

before I knew it I had a book length manuscript. I sent it 

off to a publisher and, glory be, it was accepted. So the 

year I received my degree I also had my first book 

published, Holmes of the Movies. Peter Cushing agreed 

to write the introduction and I had the thrill of meeting 

the great man and begin a correspondence with him. 

The publication of Holmes of the Movies helped to open 

the door to the Sherlockian world I joined the Sherlock 

Holmes Society of London and began making friends 

with individuals who shared my Sherlockian passions. 
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This network of friends has grown and grown over the 

years and spread around the world, particularly in the 

States. 

1987 was a pivotal year in my Sherlockian life. It was, of 

course, the centenary of the publication of the first 

Holmes novel, A Study in Scarlet. There were lots of 

events to celebrate this in London, but none in 

Yorkshire where I lived. Then a young woman in this 

neck of the woods advertised in the SHSL newsletter, 

The District Messenger, for any Sherlockians living in 

the north of England who would be interested in forming 

a society in this locale. I replied and, to cut a long story 

short, we formed the Northern Musgraves and ran the 

society for eleven glorious years. This young lady was 

Kathryn White and we grew so close that there was 

nothing else to do but get married. Thank you Dr Doyle 

and Mr Holmes for bringing us together and providing 

us with nearly thirty years of love and affection. 

The Northern Musgraves grew from a scant half a 

dozen members to over 700, including a fair number 

overseas. We published two substantial newsletters, 
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The Ritual, each year and a bumper journal, The 

Musgrave Papers. Also around this time, I became 

editor of The Sherlock Holmes Gazette, a title I 

eventually changed to Sherlock.  I interviewed Tom Stix 

Jnr (The BSI Wiggins at the time) for the magazine and 

we got on like a house on fire. The next thing we knew 

Kathryn and I were invited to the BSI Annual Dinner and 

then a year later we were invested. The Irregulars 

welcomed us with open arms. There is something 

remarkable about the Sherlockian community which 

embraces individuals from all walks of life from postmen 

to presidents and students to sages. You feel at home 

immediately in their company and although you may not 

have seen them for a long period of time, you pick up 

where you left off. The camaraderie is intoxicating and 

very difficult to explain to those outside the circle. 

I was lucky enough to meet and interview Jeremy Brett 

when he was making the Granada series. He liked and 

trusted me, I think, because I knew my Doyle and the 

Holmes canon and I was not just a journalistic hack 

wanting a story about the series. I even went to visit him 
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in his apartment in London. He always impressed me in 

his determination to bring Doyle’s Holmes to the screen. 

My time with JB resulted in the Sherlock book of which I 

am most proud: Bending the Willow. 

While editing Sherlock, I went to review a stage 

production of The Hound. The play was OK, but I 

thought that Roger Llewellyn, the actor playing Holmes, 

was very good indeed. I interviewed him after the 

performance and he told me that he had enjoyed 

playing the Great Detective and would really like to do a 

one man play featuring the character. I told him that I 

didn’t think that was possible – you would have to have 

Watson involved at least. Then driving home, I had a 

eureka moment and saw how such a play could be 

done: Holmes returns from Watson’s funeral and 

reminisces about their friendship, addresses the absent 

doctor as though he were there and then goes on to 

reveal things about his own history and character that 

he never told him while he was alive. This became 

Sherlock Holmes: The Last Act which opened at 

Salisbury Playhouse. Roger performed the play in 
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various venues in Britain and locations in Europe and 

America for ten years. He even gave an off Broadway 

performance for the Baker Street Irregulars. That was a 

night I will never forget. I was very nervous, wondering 

how this esteemed crew would view my dramatic take 

on Holmes. After the play started, I couldn’t bear the 

tension and escaped the theatre and sat in a bar across 

the road. I needn’t have worried The Irregulars cheered 

and stamped and loved Roger’s interpretation. Some 

years later, at Roger’s request, I penned another one 

play for him – Sherlock Holmes – the Life and Death 

which had a good five years’ touring life. It is so 

wonderful to sit in the stalls and see your version of 

Sherlock come to life and engage an audience. 

In recent years I have put together an hour long ‘show’ 

myself – The Game’s Afoot  - which I have performed at 

various literary festivals, books shops and at the 

Edinburgh Fringe. This entertainment, which tells the 

story of the career of both Holmes and his creator, 

gives me the opportunity to read extracts from the 
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stories, play Holmes, Watson, Doyle, Lestrade and 

even be Oscar Wilde. 

The deerstalkered one is a constant part of my life. I 

have written seven novels, the latest to be published 

being Sherlock Holmes & The Ripper Legacy, another 

book about his film career, Starring Sherlock Holmes 

and meet regularly with friends in an informal group we 

call The Scandalous Bohemians to discuss the stories. 

Sherlock has opened many doors for me, none more 

prestigious than being invited to join The Detection  

Club in 2015. This exclusive organisation of detective 

story writers was originally formed in 1930 by the likes 

of G K Chesterton and Dorothy L. Sayers. Conan Doyle 

was invited to be its first president but he was too ill to 

accept the offer. Being a member of this august body 

with a direct link to the creator of Holmes is the icing on 

my Sherlockian career. 

I know my life would not have been as rich and exciting 

and entertaining if I had not discovered Conan Doyle’s 

fabulous creation all those years ago when as a scruffy 
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short-trousered lad I reached for that copy of The 

Hound. God bless you, Sir Arthur and Mr Holmes Esq. 

 

 

THE CARLTON CLUB  
       

28th December  2017 

 
Report by Dennis J Duggan (BR, HONS) 

  

 There was a record turnout of seven Deerstalkers and 
one Deerstalkers supporter for this special post-
Christmas festive meeting of the Carlton Club. 
  
Present were Colin, Dennis, Heidi, Ian, Martin, Phil, Roy 
and Stephanie.  We sat in the lounge, and purchased 
refreshments as required. 
  
As Martin had a prior engagement he had to leave early 
  
Heidi and Stephanie sat together and chatted, what 
about I have no idea.   
  
Conversation amongst the five gentlemen mainly 
revolved around cars and motoring.  No mention of 
Sherlock Holmes, but that is the point of the Carlton 
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Club.  It is an opportunity for Deerstalkers to get 
together and develop friendship and fellowship, and a 
year down the line that is exactly what is happening. 
  
The club is definitely one of Roy's best ideas! 

 
 

4th January 2018 
 

Report by Heidi Addicott BR 
 
It seemed like no time at all had passed before it was 
the next meeting of the Carlton Club on the first 
Thursday of the month, also the first of the new year 
2018. There was a little confusion about whether this 
meeting had been cancelled due to the previous week's 
extra meeting, but as some members regularly drop into 
the Oak during the week for coffee and a relax, those of 
us who were game turned up. Five of us this time. 
 
This week conditions underfoot were much better for 
walking! I really do enjoy the cold frosty weather, snow 
even, but sensible footwear is a must. Comfort and 
safety is all!! 
 
Discussions were varied as usual and ideas were 
suggested about places to visit for the Great Hiatus 
later in the year. Are we getting more organised? 
Perhaps having the Carlton Club between the 
Deerstalkers' meetings gives us more opportunity to 
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come up with and mull ideas over? I tend to think so. 
Much more pleasant than sending ideas via the World 
Wide Web too! 
 
It does say a lot about the members of the Deerstalkers 
that in addition to our shared interest in the great 
detective we do enjoy each others company and are 
never short of subjects to discuss. Long may it 
continue! 
 

Report by Dennis Duggan BR(Hons) 

 

There was some confusion over this meeting, as we 
had met only one week ago!  Was it on, or was it off? 
  
A series of e-mails travelled through the ether, and the 
general concensus was that the meeting was cancelled. 
  
But unaware of this Dennis and Stephanie (who had not 
seen the cancellation e-mail!) went to The Oak anyway, 
as they do three or four times a week, to have coffee 
and read the papers. 
  
So imagine the writer's confusion when, whilst standing 
at the bar ordering coffee, he heard the dulcet tones of 
Ian! 
  
In no time the situation was clarified, and we adjourned 
to the comfy lounge where we were soon joined by Phil 
and Heidi. 
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As usual the conversation was varied, though on this 
occasiuon we did touch on Deertalker matters.  One 
topic was The 2018 Great Hiatus, and possible 
destinations were suggested.  These included the 
Dolgoch Falls, near Tywyn, and the Electric Mountain 
and Slate Museum at Llanberis. 
  
Phil said he would not mind driving a minibus if that was 
the preferred mode ot transport.  Obviously the cost 
would be shared. 
  
Phil also mentioned he would like to show the DVD he 
made of The Games Afoot in Oswestry library.  This 
dates back to February 2004, and so far as I know has 
never been shown. 
  
Phil asked if there was any interest in a tour of the 
Masonic Lodge, Berriew Street.  The building was 
formerly Welshpool Grammar School, and I for one 
would love to see inside. 
  
Ian was obliged to leave early, but the rest stayed until 
almost 12.30. 
  
End 
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THE AUSTRALIAN CONNECTION 
BY COLIN STRATFORD 

 

During my recent holiday in Sydney I made a repeat 
visit to the Art Gallery of New South Wales.  After an 
enjoyable tour of the various sections of the gallery, a 
visit to the shop was very worthwhile because, amongst 
my purchases, was the hardback book Sherlock 
Holmes - The Australian Casebook. 
  
Published in 2017 the book, which is edited by 
Christopher Sequira, contains sixteen stories with 
illustrations.  These stories are written by a variety of 
authors.  There is also an introduction to the book by 
Bill Barnes, Captain (President) The Sydney 
Passengers - incorporating the Sherlock Holmes 
Society of Australia.  Mr Barnes is also an incorporated 
member of the Baker Street Irregulars. 
  
An interesting statistic mentioned in the introduction is 
that of the original sixty Sherlock Holnes stories, eight 
contain an Australian connection.  I have yet to have a 
serious read through the book, but I'm sure it will be 
well worth the 35 Australian dollars price! 
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SHERLOCK IN THE SHIRES 
BY MOLLY CARR 

"Have you a couple of days to spare? Have just been 
wired for from the West of England in connection with 
Boscombe Valley tragedy. Shall be glad if you will come 
with me. Air and scenery perfect. Leave Paddington by 
the 11.15."  

Standing outside his house, complete with a hastily 
packed valise, one blast of the whistle carried in every 
gentleman’s waistcoat-pocket will bring Watson a four-
wheeler, and two a hansom. This time, his first recorded 
railway journey with Holmes, they are off together to 
Hereford, and Holmes will occupy part of the time 
reading newspapers before scattering them over the 
floor and then rolling them up into a ball and throwing it 
onto the luggage rack after the train has passed 
Reading.  

The date is between 1889 and 1894, and the train the 
11.15 to Gloucester and thence to Ross-on-Wye. 
Watson doesn’t mention a change of train, but one was 
probably necessary. If not, the carriage he shared with 
Holmes could be uncoupled from the Express and 
attached to a local train. Or perhaps, with another 
carriage or two added, become the local train. A lunch 
stop is to be made at Swindon. This was unavoidable 
before 1895 as the Great Western Railway (The 
G.W.R.) had a contract with a catering firm which 
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obliged it to stop every one of its trains there for at least 
twenty minutes.  

Such an arrangement wasn’t uncommon. But after 1895 
the G.W.R. bought out the catering firm which supplied 
meals for its passengers and could in future plan where 
and when, and for how long, its trains stopped. 

Holmes gives Watson a run-down of the case, but then 
retires behind what he calls his 'pocket Petrarch'. Was 
the Doctor bored? He says, "It was nearly four o’clock 
when we at last, after passing through the beautiful 
Stroud Valley and over the broad, gleaming Severn, 
found ourselves at the pretty little country town of 
Ross." This sounds like a real observation. Conan 
Doyle travelled the Stroud valley route in 1885, crossing 
the river Severn just after Gloucester, on his way to 
Monmouth. The purpose of his journey, taken with his 
future mother-in-law, was to draw up a marriage 
settlement prior to his wedding with his first wife, Louise 
Hawkins.  

Inspector Lestrade, who has met Holmes and Watson 
at the station in Ross, takes the pair to ‘The Hereford 
Arms’. But the detective is reluctant to travel to the 
murder scene that evening. He prefers to inspect it the 
following day. Instead, he goes with the Inspector to 
Hereford Gaol to interview the prime suspect in what 
soon became known as The Boscombe Valley Mystery. 
Watson, after seeing their train off, is left alone to 
amuse himself in Ross, and says that he lay upon a 
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sofa at the Inn and tried to interest himself in a yellow-
backed novel, something seen on every railway 
bookstall at that time. But "The puny plot of the story 
was so thin, however, when compared with the deep 
mystery through which we were groping, and I found my 
attention wander so continually from the fiction to the 
fact, that I at last flung it across the room."  

Boscombe Pool, where the murder takes place, is 
described by Watson as "a small lake formed by the 
spreading out of the stream which runs down the 
Boscombe Valley, thickly wooded round, with just a 
fringe of grass and of reeds round the edge." Since this 
exactly fits an area in a small village called Sellack 
(which is very near to Hereford) can one assume Doyle 
was once there? A lodge featured in the story is similar 
to one in the village, and in the right position. There are 
also several big estates, one of which could easily have 
been bought by a man such as John Turner coming 
back from the Colonies, in this case Australia.  

But there is no positive proof that Doyle was ever in 
Sellack, although he was certainly at the not so far 
distant village of Clyro, visiting his great friend, Sir 
Thomas Baskerville, at some time! 

End 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 12TH JAN 2018 
 

MINUTES OF THE DEERSTALKERS  
MEETING AT BASKERVILLE 

  

 APOLOGIES   Phil  
 
PRESENT   Colin, Dennis, Heidi, Ian, Joan, Karen, 
Martin, Roy 
  
DATE OF NEXT MEETING   Friday March 23rd, 
7.30pm at Baskerville 
  
NEW PRESIDENT   Following the illness of Roger 
Llewellyn, Roy announced that David Stuart Davies had 
kindly agreed to be our new President. 
  
REDESIGN OF WEBSITE     Ian said the site was 
impressive, and regularly updated, but would benefit 
from being refreshed as there are some items which 
might be considerd redundant.  The headings could be 
rearranged to make the site easier to navigate.  Martin 
said the site should be suitable for those accessing it by 
mobile phone.  Ian said he could handle the technical 
side, but needed input from members.  It was felt we 
should have an archive section for those interested in 
such things, and the Timeline was already on view.  
Currently it is a closed site - should it be opened up?  
But if so then only members or approved people should 
be allowed to post items. 
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WEBSITE ADMIN   Ian explained that as Roy can no 
longer deal with the web site we need a new 
Administrator.  Only the Administrator can make 
changes to the site.  Roy can no longer pay the annual 
registration fee by credit card, so someone else needs 
to take this on.  Ian had also suggested that cheque 
transactions under £200 only require one signature 
(currently two are needed)  Heidi was not 100% happy 
with this idea. 
No firm decisions were reached on matters concerning 
website redesign and admin.  Colin therefore proposed 
that both matters be deferred until the next meeting, to 
give time for consideration, and this was accepted. 
  
DEERSTALKER SOCIETY PROJECTS   Karen 
showed prototype keyrings, fridge magnets, book marks 
etc.  These would be sold in Martin's shop to raise 
funds for the proposed museum. 
  
LIBRARY REPORT   Dennis said there had been no 
activity since October 2016, though a few items 
continue to be added.  Martin confirmed he still has a 
 book and DVD's on loan.  Dennis said he was keen for 
the library to move to Martin's shop, partly because he 
needed the space at home and partly because he felt it 
would be better used there.  It was agreed that only 
members would be able to borrow books via the shop, 
though viitors would be welcome to browse.  The room 
would have limited opening hours, and be staffed by 
Deerstalkers via a rota. 
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AOB   Karen suggested a possibility of arranging some 
sort of event based on the Robber's Grave story.  The 
grave is in the cemetery at Montgomery church. 
Colin showed a Sherlock Holmes game, and various 
books he had procured. 
There was no time to do the quiz (Thor Bridge) which 
was therefore postponed.  Dennis said we should do 
the quiz at the beginning of the meetings. 
  
The meeting closed at 8.55pm. 
  
Dennis J Duggan 
January 13th 2018 
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ADDITION TO LIBRARY 
DENNIS J DUGGAN (BR, HONS) 

  

 
THE SHERLOCK HOLMES PUZZLE CASE    
 
120 enigmas to solve inspired by the world's greatest 
detective.  Step into the shoes of Dr Watson! 
  
The game takes the form of conversations between 
Holmes and his heroic assistant.  It will test your powers 
of deduction.  Solve the cases before time runs out. 
  
1 - 6 players can take part, each game takes 
approximately half an hour.  First to get forty points is 
the winner. 
  
The case contains 120 case cards, 6 Sherlock cards, 6 
Moriarty cards, 1 rules and solution book, 12 complete 
checklists, i detective's notebook, 1 egg timer.  There 
are four levels of difficulty. 
  
End 
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What If 
by Ian C Corke 

 

This is the second article in which we examine potential 
miscarriages of justice that were only prevented by 
persistence of the defence in searching for evidence 
where there had been a failure to disclose evidence by 
the prosecution. 
 
Four recent rape trials were stopped when the 
prosecution became aware there was evidence in the 
possession of the police which had not been disclosed 
to the defence. 
 
Duty to Disclose 
 
It is the duty of the prosecution to disclose to the 
defence any material which tends to discredit the 
prosecution case or positively support the defence 
case. 
 
The word prosecution does not just mean the CPS 
(Crown Prosecution Service) but extends to the police 
who investigated the matter and Forensic Science 
Service. In many cases the failure has not been that of 
the prosecutor but of the police to bring the evidence to 
the attention of the CPS or carry out an unbiased 
investigation. 
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Oliver Mears 
 
Oxford University student, Oliver Mears, 19, having 
been on bail for two years and suspending his studies 
was told he was to be found not guilty following a 
review of evidence just days before he was due to go 
on trial. 
 
The Crown Prosecution Service said it decided to offer 
no evidence against Mr Mears after reviewing evidence 
handed to them by Surrey Police. 
 
Liam Allan 
 
Liam Allan was charged with 12 counts of rape and 
sexual assault but his trial collapsed after police were 
ordered to hand over phone records. 
 
The 22-year-old student said his life had been "flipped 
upside down" and he wanted lessons to be learned. 
 
The Met Police said it was "urgently reviewing this 
investigation" 
. 
The case against Mr Allan at Croydon Crown Court was 
dropped after three days when the evidence on a 
computer disk containing 40,000 messages revealed 
the alleged victim pestered him for "casual sex". 
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Isaac Itiary 
 
Isaac Itiary, who was accused of raping a child. 
 
During Mr Itiary's trial, police failed to disclose 
messages which showed that the girl, then 16 years 
old, had told the defendant she was 19. 
 
Samson Makele 
 
Samson Makele was arrested 17 months ago and 
charged with rape in July 2017. However, at 
Snaresbrook Crown Court the Crown Prosecution 
Service (CPS) offered no evidence after the defence 
found images that contradicted the prosecution’s case 
on the defendant’s phone. 
 
Photos emerged if the couple, in bed together, cuddling 
and smiling showing that the sex was likly to have been 
consensual. 
 
CPS 
 
Perhaps the most staggering statement was that issued 
by Alison Saunders, the Director of Public Prosecutions, 
when she stated that photographs and social media 
accounts did not necessarily need to be fully checked in 
rape cases. 
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She also expressed her belief that no one was in jail 
after being wrongly convicted because of failures to 
disclose evidence. 
 
One thing is certain and that is; with views like hers the 
appointment of a new DPP is long overdue. 
 
Perhaps the statement of previous Lord Chef Justice, 
Lord Judge, was nearer the mark when he pointed out 
that this sort of debacle is not in the interests of justice 
with regard to jury’s deliberations, defendants or 
genuine victims. 
 
Although I refer above specifically to recent rape trials 
there have been many other cases that have had to be 
abandoned because evidence has come to light that 
tends to undermine the prosecution case.   
 
Nothing New 
 
Readers should not be fooled into thinking that this is a 
recent phenomena or that it only happens in serious 
cases. 
 
Fifty years ago a motorist was charged with dangerous 
driving in that he overtook on the inside, near 
Toddington, when travelling north on the M1. 
 
It was alleged that the defendant had overtaken in the 
middle lane, which was clear for some considerable 
distance ahead, vehicles which were blocking the outer 
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lane whilst waiting to overtake a slower moving vehicle 
some distance ahead in that lane. 
 

 
 
[Ed. It should be noted that the law has been changed 
whereby travelling in the middle or outer lane of a 3 
lane motorway, except when overtaking is now an 
offence.] 
 
The incident had been reported to the police by a 
complainant who was local motorist himself in the 3rd 
lane travelling about 60 mph. It was accepted that the 
defendant in overtaking, in the centre lane, had not 
broken the 70mph speed limit. 
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The complaint had taken the number of a car 
immediately in front of him, in the outer lane, as an 
independent witness. 
 
The defendant pleaded not guilty and I was able to 
ascertain on behalf of the defence, via my police 
contacts, that the independent witness, who lived near 
Derby, thought it was all a storm in a tea cup and 
resented having to take a day off work to attend the 
trial.   
 
Further enquires revealed that the complainant had 
stated that he was only in the outer lane for a matter of 
minutes but the independent witness had told the police 
he was there for 20 minutes; a fact not disclosed when 
the witness statement was disclosed to the defence. 
 
It further transpired that what the police officer had said 
in his written statement, regarding his interview with the 
defendant, was not the same as in his notebook. 
 
When the police officer and complainant gave evidence 
they were surprised to find what the defence already 
knew and probably wondered how they had found out. 
 
The defendant was acquitted. 
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TIMELINE UPDATE 
By DENNIS J DUGGAN (BR, HONS) 

 
 

For those who wish to see the original Timeline please 
go to:- 
 
https://sherlockholmeswelshpool.com/about-2/time-line/ 
 

 
JULY 22ND 2016   A group of Deerstalkers visits Powis 

Castle for the Great Hiatus - an outdoor 
performance of The Hound of the Baskervilles 
 
SEPTEMBER 9TH 2016   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
NOVEMBER 25TH 2016   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
FEBRUARY 2ND 2017   First meeting of the 
Carlton Club at the Monkey Puzzle cafe, 
Welshpool.  Present: Roy, Colin, Dennis, 
Stephanie 
 
FEBRUARY 3RD 2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
MARCH 2ND 2017   Carlton Club meets at the 
Royal Oak Hotel, Welshpool.  Present: Stephanie, 
Roy, Ian, Colin, Dennis 
 
APRIL 6TH 2017   Carlton Club meets at the Royal 
Oak Hotel.  Present: Roy, Ian, Colin, Stephanie 
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APRIL 28TH 2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
MAY 4TH 2017   Carlton Club meets at the Royal 
Oak Hotel.  Present: Dennis, Stephanie 
 
JUNE 1ST 2017   Carlton Club meets at the Royal 
Oak Hotel.  Present: Roy, Colin, Dennis, Stephanie 
 
JUNE 23RD 2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
JUNE 24TH 2017   Mrs Hudson's Dinner Party at 
The Dragon, Montgomery 
 
JULY 6TH 2017   There is no record of a Carlton 
Club meeting 
 
JULY 21ST 2017   The Great Hiatus to the Judges' 
Lodgings, Presteigne, was cancelled 
 
 AUGUST 3RD 2017   There is no record of a 
Carlton Club meeting 
 
SEPTEMBER 7TH  2017   Carlton Club meets at 
the Royal Oak Hotel  Present: Ian, Roy, Dennis, 
Stephanie 
 
SEPTEMBER 8TH  2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
postponed, as Roy indisposed 
 
SEPTEMBER 22ND 2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
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OCTOBER 5TH 2017   Carlton Club meets at the 
Royal Oak Hotel  Present: Dennis, Stephanie, Roy, 
Phil, Heidi, Ian 
 
OCTOBER 18TH 2017   Special meeting at 
Baskerville to discuss the proposed museum 
 
NOVEMBER 2ND 2017   Carlton Club meets at the 
Royal Oak Hotel  Present: Heidi, Stephanie, 
Dennis 
 
NOVEMBER 10TH 2017   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
DECEMBER 7TH 2017   Carlton Club meets at the 
Royal Oak Hotel  Present: No information available 
 
DECEMBER 23RD 2017   Deerstalkers invited to 
join Roy, Joan and guests at King's Head, 
Guilsfield, for 40th wedding anniversary 
celebrations 
 
DECEMBER 28TH 2017   Special festive Carlton 
Club meeting at the Royal Oak.  Present: Colin, 
Dennis, Heidi, Ian, Martin, Phil, Roy, Stephanie 
 
JANUARY 12TH 2018   Meeting at Baskerville 
 
End 

 


